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Quick Read
Recent drilling at Macphersons Resources’ (MRP) Nimbus project has demonstrated the
presence of mineralisation outside the known Resource boundary and identified a new
lense. Argonaut anticipates a tangible Resource / Reserve update with further drilling.
The Company is one of the few on the ASX offering significant exposure to silver through
its high grade (298g/t Ag-Eq) Nimbus project. The key challenge includes the potentially
variable metallurgical performance due to the poly-metallic nature (Ag, Zn, Au, Hg) of
the deposits. Speculative Buy recommendation and $0.34 valuation maintained.
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Step out drilling extending known mineralisation: As anticipated, the step out drilling to
date has extended the mineralisation beyond the existing Resource boundary.
Particularly encouraging was a deep, step out hole (NBDH010) intersecting multiple
mineralised zones. Notably, this hole has intersected the anticipated down-plunge
extension of several lenses, mostly significantly the Ag211 lense which forms the bulk of
the underground Reserve. Given NBDH010 is a big step out hole, in-fill drilling is required
to confirm the continuity of the mineralisation for a Resource update. Further assays are
pending for this hole (see Figure 2).
New silver lenses identified through drilling: Recent drilling has confirmed the presence
of a new silver rich lense (AG250), located between the AG211 and AG311 lenses, which
are in the current underground mine design. The identification of this additional lense
further enhances the geological prospectivity and highlights the under-explored nature
of the project, particularly at depth. Further drilling is required to establish the potential
economics of AG250.
Potential discovery of additional lenses: Given the recent exploration success and
models of other better explored Volcanogenic Hosted Massive Sulphide (VHMS) deposits
such as Golden Grove and Bentley, Argonaut believes significant potential exists to
identify additional Ag / Zn lenses. The presence of copper at Nimbus, combined with the
geological model for typical VHMS deposits enhances the potential for the discovery of
copper rich lenses, particularly at depth.
BFS anticipated mid-2014: The Company is anticipated to complete a Bankable
Feasibility Study (BFS) in mid-2014, which is being independently managed by Sedgman.
The current diamond drilling program will assist with geotechnical and metallurgical
work required for the study.

Recommendation
Speculative Buy and $0.34 valuation maintained.
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Drilling extends mineralisation at Nimbus
Recent drilling has produced high
grade results….

Recent drilling has extended the known mineralisation at Nimbus and identified new
mineralised lenses, demonstrating that mineralisation remains open at depth. Better
results include; 2.0m @ 1,028g/t Ag from 180m (NBDH011), 6.3m @ 1,139g/t Ag Eq
from 220m (NBDH012), 2.1m @ 528g/t Ag Eq from 206m (NBDH012).
Figure 1: Plan view, current drill plan

…confirming the extension of the
mineralisation at Nimbus…

Source: MRP

…particularly encouraging was a
~300m step out hole (NBDH010)…

Particularly encouraging was the identification of multiple mineralised zones in
NBDH010, which is a ~300 m step out hole to the east of the current mine design.
Notably, this hole has intersected the anticipated down-plunge extension of several
lenses, mostly significantly the AG211 lense which forms the bulk of the underground
Reserve. Given NBDH010 is a big step out hole, in-fill drilling is required to confirm the
continuity of the mineralisation for a Resource update. Further assays are pending.

…intersecting multiples zones of
mineralisation…

Figure 2: Section view with assays results outside existing Resource

…highlights potential to
significantly extend the AG211
lense through further drilling

Source: MRP
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Valuation
Argonaut’s valuation of $0.34 is
based on 7.3 years of mine life…

Argonaut’s valuation of $0.34 is based on the project parameters and price assumptions
outlined in Table 1. We have assumed a combined mine life of 7.3 years (v existing 5.5
years) by factoring an additional ~9Moz Ag. The plant is estimated to process ~453kt ore
pa, producing ~5.2Moz of Ag Eq pa.
Table 1: Project assumptions and valuation
Key Project Assumptions

Ownership

%

100

Ore milled (Polymetallic)

ktpa

453

Ore processed (heap leach)

ktpa

790

Annual Production (Ag)

Mozpa

2.4
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Mozpa

5.2
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7.3

A$m

70

A$/oz

15

Combined Mine Life

…contingent upon exploration
success at extending
mineralisation at depth

Start up Capex
"All-in" sustaining cost (Ag Eq)

Long Term Pricing (uninflated)
Silver

US$/oz

15

Gold

US$/oz

1350

Zinc

US$/lb

1.0

Mercury

US$/oz

3.2

Exchange rate

A$:US$

0.85

Government royalty (Ag, Au, Hg)

%

2.5

Government royalty (Zn)

%

5.0

Tax Rate

%

30.0

Discount Rate

%

11.0

Fiscal

Production of ~5.2Moz Ag Eq pa…

Summary Valuation
MacPhersons Resources
Nimbus - Boorara - MacPhersons
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Total @ 11.0% Discount Rate

A$m

$ps

97

0.28

-10

-0.03

3

0.01
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0

0.00

10

0.03

119

0.34

Source: Argonaut

…at a forecast ‘all-in’ sustaining
cost of $15/oz Ag

Argonaut has assumed $70m start-up capex and “all-in” sustaining cost is estimated to
be ~$15/oz Ag on an Ag Eq basis. This cost includes ~$15m in sustaining and
development capex pa. Argonaut has assumed $20m in equity raising at 20c/share.
The project is most leveraged to silver (47% of revenue) followed by Zn (29%), Au (23%)
and Hg (1%).
Figure 3: Projected revenue breakdown
Au

Hg

Ag
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Source: Argonaut
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Important Disclosure
Argonaut acts as Corporate Adviser to MRP and may receive fees commensurate with these services.
Information Disclosure
Each research analyst of this material certifies that the views expressed in this research material accurately reflect the
analyst's personal views about the subject securities and listed corporations. None of the listed corporations reviewed
or any third party has provided or agreed to provide any compensation or other benefits in connection with this
material to any of the analyst(s).
General Disclosure and Disclaimer
This research has been prepared by Argonaut Securities Pty Limited (ABN 72 108 330 650) (“ASPL”) or by Argonaut
Securities (Asia) Limited (“ASAL”) for the use of the clients of ASPL, ASAL and other related bodies corporate (the
“Argonaut Group”) and must not be copied, either in whole or in part, or distributed to any other person. If you are
not the intended recipient you must not use or disclose the information in this report in any way. ASPL is a holder of
an Australian Financial Services License No. 274099 and is a Market Participant of the Australian Stock Exchange
Limited. ASAL has a licence (AXO 052) to Deal and Advise in Securities and Advise on Corporate Finance in Hong Kong
with its activities regulated by the Securities and Futures Ordinance (“SFO”) administered by the Securities and
Futures Commission (“SFC”) of Hong Kong.
Nothing in this report should be construed as personal financial product advice for the purposes of Section 766B of
the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). This report does not consider any of your objectives, financial situation or needs. The
report may contain general financial product advice and you should therefore consider the appropriateness of the
advice having regard to your situation. We recommend you obtain financial, legal and taxation advice before making
any financial investment decision.
This research is based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable and ASPL and ASAL have made
every effort to ensure the information in this report is accurate, but we do not make any representation or warranty
that it is accurate, reliable, complete or up to date. The Argonaut Group accepts no obligation to correct or update the
information or the opinions in it. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and accurately reflect the
analyst(s)’ personal views at the time of writing. No member of the Argonaut Group or its respective employees,
agents or consultants accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect, consequential or other loss arising from
any use of this research and/or further communication in relation to this research.
Nothing in this research shall be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any financial product, or to engage in or
refrain from engaging in any transaction. The Argonaut Group and/or its associates, including ASPL, ASAL, officers or
employees may have interests in the financial products or a relationship with the issuer of the financial products
referred to in this report by acting in various roles including as investment banker, underwriter or dealer, holder of
principal positions, broker, director or adviser. Further, they may buy or sell those securities as principal or agent, and
as such may effect transactions which are not consistent with the recommendations (if any) in this research. The
Argonaut Group and/or its associates, including ASPL and ASAL, may receive fees, brokerage or commissions for acting
in those capacities and the reader should assume that this is the case.
There are risks involved in securities trading. The price of securities can and does fluctuate, and an individual security
may even become valueless. International investors are reminded of the additional risks inherent in international
investments, such as currency fluctuations and international stock market or economic conditions, which may
adversely affect the value of the investment.
The analyst(s) principally responsible for the preparation of this research may receive compensation based on ASPL’s
and / or ASAL’s overall revenues.
Hong Kong Distribution Disclosure
This material is being distributed in Hong Kong by Argonaut Securities (Asia) Limited which is licensed (AXO 052) and
regulated by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission. Further information on any of the securities
mentioned in this material may be obtained on request, and for this purpose, persons in the Hong Kong office should
be contacted at Argonaut Securities (Asia) Limited of Unit 701, 7/F, Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong
Kong, telephone (852) 3557 48000.
Copyright
© 2014. All rights reserved. No part of this document may be reproduced or distributed in any manner without the
written permission of Argonaut Securities Pty Limited and / or Argonaut Securities (Asia) Limited. Argonaut Securities
Pty Limited and Argonaut Securities (Asia) Limited specifically prohibits the re-distribution of this document, via the
internet or otherwise, and accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.
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